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Mathematics. - On the attraction between two perfectly conducting 
plates. By H . B. G. CASIMIR. 

(Communicated at the meeting of May 29. 1948.) 

In a recent paper by POLDER and CASIMIR 1) it is shown that the inter-
action between a perfectly conducting plate and an atom or molecule with 
a static polarizibility a is in the limit of large distances R given by 

3 a JE=- -- hc -8n R4 

and that the interaction between two particles with statie polarizibilities 
al and a2 is given in that limit by 

dE=- 23 
'in 

These formulae are obtained by taking the usual VAN DER W AALS-
LONDON forces as a starting point and correcting for retardation effects. 

In a communication to the "Colloque sur la théorie de la liaison chimi-
que" (Paris. 12-17 April. 1948) the present au thor was able to show 
that these expressions mayalso be derived through studying by means of 
classical electrodynamics the change of electromagnetic zero point energy. 
In this note we shall apply the same method to the interaction between 
two perfectly conducting plates. 

Let us consider a cu bic cavity of volume L3 bounded by perfectly con-
ducting walls and let a perfectly conducting square plate with side L be 
placed in this cavity parallel to the xy face and let us compare the 
situation in whieh this plate is at a small distance a from the xy face and the 
situation in which it is at a very large distance. say L/ 2. In both cases the 
expressions t hw where the summation extends over all possible 
resonance frequencies of the cavities are divergent and devoid of physical 
meaning but the difference between these sums in the two situations. 
t (.Eh w)I- (.Eh w)J1, will be shown to have a weIl defined value and this 
value will be interpreted as the interaction between the plate and the 
xy face. 

The possible vibrations of a cavity defined by 

have wave numbers 
n 

kx = L nx, 
n 

ky = T ny, 

where n x. ny, n: are positive integers; 

n 
kz= - nz, a 

k /k2 k2 2 1/ 2 2 = x + y + kz = V x + kz . 

1) H . B. G. CASIMlIR and D. POLDER. Phys. Rev., 73, 360 (1948) . 
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The higher derivatives will contain powers of (:r /akm) . Thus we find 
;n2 I 

<l EI U = - h c 24 X-SO . a3' 

a formula which holds as long as ale lil » 1. For the force per cm:! we find 

;n2 I I 
F = he 240 a 1 = 0.013 a;L dyne/cm 2 

where alt is the distance measured in microns . 
We are thus led to the following conclusions. There exists an attractive 

force between two metal plates which is independent of the material of 
the plates as long as the distance is so large that for wave . lengths 
comparable with that dis tance the penetration depth is small compared with 
the distance. This force may be interpreted as a zero point pressure of 
electromagnetic waves. 

Although the effect is smalI, an experimental confirmation seems not 
unfeasable and might be of a certain interest. 

Natuurkundig Laboratorium der N.V. Philips' 
Gloeilampenfabrieken. Eindhoven .) 
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●  The	  formula	  only	  depends	  on	  h,	  c	  and	  a

●  The	  minus	  sign	  means	  that	  F	  it	  is	  aPrac+ve

              ●  The	  force	  is	  the	  dominant	  	  force	  between	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  neutral	  objects	  a	  submicron	  distances

              ●    At	  a=10nm	  the	  Casimir	  force	  equals	  the	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  atmospheric	  pressure



Origin	  of	  Casimir	  force

●  Modifica+on	  of	  	  vacuum	  (zero-‐point)	  energy	  	  
	  	  	  due	  to	  the	  presence	  of	  the	  plates
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Figure 1. Number of citations per year of Casimir’s 1948 paper. The time constant of exponential
increase is about 12 years.
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Figure 2. Coordinate system for calculating the Casimir force.

on other possible forces that are again the nouvelle vague in the context of string and particle
field theories.

2. Source of the Casimir force

2.1. Casimir’s calculation [1]

The geometry for calculation of the Casimir force is shown in figure 2. For perfectly conducting
plates, the boundary condition is that the parallel component of the electric field is zero at the
surfaces of the plates. This places a quantization on kz:

kz = n!

d
, (2)

while kx and ky are continuous in the case of plates of large area. The zero-point energy is
calculated by assigning h̄"/2 to each mode,

E(d) = 2
!!

kx ,ky ,kz

h̄"kx,ky,kz

2
=

!!

kx ,ky ,n

!h̄c

"
k2
x + k2

y +
n2!2

d2
, (3)

Impact	  of	  Casimir	  paper
Proc.	  K.	  Ned.	  Akad.	  Wet.	  51,	  793	  (1948)
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the plates m. A strong current of freshly distilled, filtered alcohol was 
pumped through the gap between the plates m, where they  were a few mm: 
apart and an alternating voltage (10-40 volt) was applied. The initial 
atmosphere in the system was dust free pure nitrogen gas. After alcohol was 
was pumped off and trapped by  liquid air, the result, which depended on the 
quality of the alcohol, was generally the same as that  obtained after rubbing. 

0./5 
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0.05 

aOl 
0.5 

•1-• x 

I 
I 
I 
I 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

J,____ ~ 1.5 + - - 2 - +  
+ '--~--+ - -~ l  d in i~ 

Fig. 4. Resul ts  x x ch romium steel o O chromium.  U n c e r t a i n t y  of the  
de te rmina t ion  of the  dis tance be tween  the  plates  is indica ted  by  d rawing  hor izonta l  
lines ins tead of points.  A n y  given m e a s u r e m e n t  was of ten repeated.  Some repulsions 
be tween a lumin ium plates  are also given. ( +  + ) .  - . . . . .  Casimir 's  re la t ion (eq. 1). 

3.6 Measurements o/ attractive /orces and in/luence o/ obstacles between 
aluminium, glass and quartz plates. Fig. 4 gives results for chromium steel, 
chromium and aluminium plates. Only effects that  instantaneously occurred 
(i.e. in less than ! minute) upon decreasing and increasing d were considered. 
The analysis of the results was done in the same way as described earlier 5). 
It  is seen, that  the results of the first two of these metals do not seriously 
deviate from Casimir's predictions, though the attractions found are some- 
what too large. Especially the dependence of the force upon the distance 
was marked. Whereas the attraction is strong at 0.3-0.5/~, no effect at all 
could be detected at a distance of 2.5/~. The plates at this distance were 
short circuited; no attraction resulted. However, the determination of the 
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FIG. 4. Observation of the Casimir force. Residuals of the
square frequency shift versus the gap distance and best fit with
Eq. (3). The fit is done by considering the points at the nine
smallest distances (0.5 1.1 mm region), and includes the esti-
mated errors, coming from the parameters Cel, d0, and V0, both
for the frequency shift and for the gap distance. The use of the
nine points showing the largest shifts comes from a x2 analy-
sis. With this choice the resulting x2 probability is 61%. A
global fit also including a square frequency shift linearly in-
creasing in time, with shift values ranging from 0 to 50 Hz2,
allows for a possible explanation of the anomalous frequency
shift evident in the 1 2 mm region. This gives a force coef-
ficient KC ! !1.24 6 0.10" 3 10227 N m2, almost identical to
the one previously found and with a x2 probability of 55%.
Leaving the exponent of d as a free parameter leads to a best fit
with exponent 5.0 6 0.1 as expected from the dynamical com-
ponent of the Casimir force between parallel surfaces.

KC !
e0

4
CCas

Cel
! !1.22 6 0.18" 3 10227 N m2. (4)

The value obtained agrees with the expected value of KC
first evaluated by Casimir [7]. It can be noted from Fig. 4
that the fitting curve does not describe systematically the
experimental points in the 1 2 mm region. There are, in
principle, several conventional effects which could be in-
voked to explain the observed deviation (see also Fig. 4
caption), such as border effects, residual roughness of the
surfaces, finite conductivity of chromium, or finite tem-
perature corrections [8,19]. Work is in progress to refine
the data analysis handling the Casimir term at a level neces-
sary to further subtract its contribution from the data. The
control of the Casimir force at this level and the evalu-
ation of the residuals are necessary to test predictions,
based on unification models of gravity to the electroweak
and strong interactions, on new forces with intensity close
to the gravitational force and acting below the millimeter
range [20–22]. The parallel plate configuration maximizes
the sensitivity to such forces [23,24], and could lead to
stronger constraints than the one already evaluated from
Casimir forces in the plane-sphere configuration [8].

Our experimental verification of the Casimir prediction
for the force between two parallel conducting surfaces
in the 0.5 3.0 mm range leads to a measurement of the
related coefficient with a 15 % precision. Our results

unambiguously show the existence of the quantum fluctua-
tions at the macroscopic level, and confirm the existence
of a delicate issue in matching quantum physics and the
large scale evolution of the Universe via the cosmologi-
cal constant problem. Furthermore, the technique demon-
strated here and future refinements in various directions
[15] could pave the road to high precision control of the
Casimir forces crucial both for looking at new physics re-
lated to gravitation in the submillimeter range, as well as
for designing electromechanical devices at the nanoscale.

We thank Z. Fontana for initial contributions to the ex-
periment, F. Donadello, A. Galvani, and F. Veronese for
skillful technical support, and L. Viola for a critical reading
of the manuscript. The experiment was performed at the
Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro of the Istituto Nazionale
di Fisica Nucleare.
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Table 1. Status of the experimental studies of Casimir forces between metallic
surfaces. For each experiment, listed in chronological order, the investigated
geometry, the explored range of distances, the claimed accuracy, and the first
author and reference are reported. The claimed accuracy is the one quoted by
each group, however it often corresponds to different definitions with different
statistical meanings. In the experiment by Sparnaay repulsive forces were
observed between aluminum surfaces, while the quoted accuracies for the van
Blokland and the Lamoreaux experiments have to be considered as reliable only
at the smallest distances. Whenever there was a sequel of experiments by the same
group, the quoted reference is for the first reported data set.

Year Geometry Range (µm) Accuracy (%) Reference

1958 Plane–plane 0.3 ÷ 2.5 100 Sparnaay [64]
1978 Plane–sphere 0.13 ÷ 0.67 25 van Blokland and Oveerbeek [65]
1997 Plane–sphere 0.6 ÷ 12.3 5 Lamoreaux [82]
1998 Plane–sphere 0.1 ÷ 0.9 1 Mohideen and Roy [89]
2000 Crossed cylinders 0.02 ÷ 0.1 1 Ederth [92]
2001 Plane–sphere 0.08 ÷ 1.0 1 Chan et al [93]
2002 Plane–plane 0.5 ÷ 3.0 15 Bressi et al [102]
2003 Plane–sphere 0.2 ÷ 2.0 1 Decca et al [110]

well focused effort to constrain non-Newtonian forces using a variety of schemes, with particular
regard to the cancellation of the Casimir force using the so-called isoelectronic technique [112].
In this approach, the differential force between a gold-coated sphere and flat surfaces of gold and
germanium coated with a shared layer of gold was measured, leading to a fractional difference in
the Casimir force estimated to be !10"6, below the experimental sensitivity [113]. The presence
of a force signal should be due to a non-Casimir like interaction. A nonzero force was evidenced,
but it was attributed to the residual Casimir force due to the different height difference between the
two flat surfaces, not controllable to better than !0.1 nm. The experiment is planned to run using
different isotopes of nickel to further reduce the fractional difference in the electronic properties.
The more recent results have been questioned with regard to the claimed precision [114] in some
of the parameters involved in the data analysis [115]. This issue seems still controversial and in
the next section we will discuss some tests which could be possible smoking guns in assessing
the sensitivity and the precision of all the Casimir force apparatuses.

We show in figure 2 pictures from the six recent experiments on Casimir forces, while in
table 1 the current knowledge of Casimir forces between metallic surfaces is summarized. In
figure 3 the corresponding reported limits in the !–" plane are presented.

This succinct overview of the recent experiments on the Casimir forces needs to be
complemented by the parallel developments in the measurement of the Casimir–Polder force,
the long distance forces acting between atoms and macroscopic surfaces [76]. Casimir–Polder
forces establish the link between the macroscopic Casimir forces and the microscopic atom-
atom interactions (like the van der Waals forces). This force has been measured by looking at the
deflection induced on an atomic beam of sodium atoms by the presence of a metallic surface [77].
The accuracy of this measurement was around 12% limited by the control of the distance between
the atomic beam and the surface, but it was enough to confirm that the Casimir–Polder force, and

New Journal of Physics 8 (2006) 237 (http://www.njp.org/)
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Real	  Casimir	  force

●  Finite	  temperature	  effect	  (300	  K)
●  Real	  conductors	  and	  dielectrics	  (Lifshitz	  theory)

●  Corrugated	  surfaces	  (lateral	  Casimir	  forces)
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sult: T = !c3/8!GMkB, where, in equation 7, a has been taken
as the gravitational acceleration at the black hole surface and
here M is the black hole mass. The exact agreement is prob-
ably coincidental, but it is compelling enough to suggest a di-
rect relation between zero-point fluctuations and the quan-
tum evaporation of black holes.

A more practical application of the Casimir and related
forces is to the wetting of surfaces by liquids. (For an intro-
duction to wetting, see the Quick Study on page 84 of this issue
of PHYSICS TODAY.) A generalization of the Lifshitz theory
shows that the relative electric permittivities of the surface and
liquid determine whether wetting occurs. In a most striking
application, Michael Elbaum and Michael Schick applied the
generalized theory to the wetting of ice by liquid water.14 They
found that, due to peculiarities in the dielectric functions of
water and ice, the ice does not wet in the usual way. Instead, a
very thin film of water forms, with additional water forming
droplets on top of that thin film. Of course, the ice–water sys-
tem is metastable, but in experiments in which liquid water
condensed on an ice crystal facet, droplets with a contact angle
of order 1° were observed to form, supporting the theoretical
result.15 The formation of a thin liquid layer on ice has been
identified as a crucial element in the generation of large po-
tentials in thunderstorms.16 The possibility of such a close con-
nection between zero-point fluctuations, generally thought of
as among the most feeble of effects, and one of nature’s most
powerful and awesome spectacles cannot go unnoticed.

Another of nature’s spectacles—the amazing ability of
the gecko to walk, or even run, across ceilings without the
means of a sticky substance or mechanical device such as a
claw—can be explained in terms of van der Waals forces. Kel-
lar Autumn and coworkers at Lewis and Clark College have
conclusively proven that the sticking powers of the gecko’s
toes are due to the molecular attractive forces between closely
spaced surfaces.17 As shown in figure 6, the structure of the
gecko foot is quite complicated. At the nanoscale, individual
setae terminate in a small pad. The attractive force between
the pad of a freshly plucked setal array (the gecko doesn’t
seem to mind too much) and various surfaces has been di-
rectly measured to be in good agreement with expected mo-
lecular attractive forces. In fact, the special structure of the
gecko’s foot makes it self-cleaning and has inspired the de-

velopment of a new type of
adhesive tape.

Changing times
Casimir, in his quest to under-
stand the simplicity of the re-
sult he obtained with Polder,
came to the startling conclu-
sion that the zero-point energy
of the electromagnetic field

leads to the attraction between nonpolar molecules or atoms.
Consequently, he extended his idea to derive the attractive
force between two flat plates. The notion that the zero-point
energy of the electromagnetic field could lead to observable
consequences had been rejected by Pauli.

Times were changing, however. Julian Schwinger, Victor
Weisskopf, and J. Robert Oppenheimer recognized that the
Lamb shift could be understood as the interaction of a hy-
drogen atom with the zero-point fluctuations of the electro-
magnetic field. That recognition provided the basis for Hans
Bethe’s 1947 calculation of the Lamb shift (see the article by
Freeman Dyson, PHYSICS TODAY, October 2005, page 48).
Could it be possible that Bohr had the Lamb shift in mind
when he provided Casimir with the tip that set Casimir onto
his fruitful calculational method? Bohr’s suggestion came
after the publication of Bethe’s Lamb-shift paper, in which the
role of the electromagnetic field energy is mentioned, and it
is likely that Bohr knew about those results. In any case, the
role of serendipity in the development of science cannot be
overestimated.
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Figure 6. A gecko foot is
depicted at various length
scales. Visible at the smallest
scale are the setal pads
responsible for the van der
Waals sticking that allows a
gecko to walk on ceilings. The
oval in the lower right shows a
synthetic nanostructure
inspired by the setal pads.
(Courtesy of Kellar Autumn,
Lewis and Clark College.)
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Gravity	  at	  short	  distances
V (r) = −G
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(1 + αe−r/λ)
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Theory: Moore, G., J. Math. Phys. 11, 2679–2691 (1970).
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Observation of the dynamical Casimir effect in a
superconducting circuit
C. M. Wilson1, G. Johansson1, A. Pourkabirian1, M. Simoen1, J. R. Johansson2, T. Duty3, F. Nori2,4 & P. Delsing1

One of themost surprising predictions of modern quantum theory
is that the vacuum of space is not empty. In fact, quantum theory
predicts that it teems with virtual particles flitting in and out of
existence. Although initially a curiosity, it was quickly realized that
these vacuum fluctuations had measurable consequences—for
instance, producing the Lamb shift1 of atomic spectra and modi-
fying the magnetic moment of the electron2. This type of renorma-
lization due to vacuum fluctuations is now central to our
understanding of nature. However, these effects provide indirect
evidence for the existence of vacuum fluctuations. From early on, it
was discussed whether it might be possible tomore directly observe
the virtual particles that compose the quantum vacuum. Forty
years ago, it was suggested3 that a mirror undergoing relativistic
motion could convert virtual photons into directly observable real
photons. The phenomenon, later termed the dynamical Casimir
effect4,5, has not been demonstrated previously. Here we observe
the dynamical Casimir effect in a superconducting circuit consist-
ing of a coplanar transmission line with a tunable electrical length.
The rate of change of the electrical length can be made very fast (a
substantial fraction of the speed of light) bymodulating the induct-
ance of a superconducting quantum interference device at high
frequencies (.10 gigahertz). In addition to observing the creation
of real photons, we detect two-mode squeezing in the emitted radi-
ation, which is a signature of the quantum character of the genera-
tion process.
That mirrors can be used to measure vacuum fluctuations was first

predicted byCasimir6 in 1948. Casimir predicted that twomirrors, that
is, perfectly conducting metal plates, held parallel to each other in
vacuum will experience an attractive force. Essentially, the mirrors
reduce the density of electromagnetic modes between them. The
vacuum radiation pressure between the plates is then less than the
pressure outside, generating the force. As this static Casimir effect
can then be explained by a mismatch of vacuum modes in space, the
dynamical Casimir effect can be seen as arising from a mismatch of
vacuummodes in time. As amirrormoves, it changes the spatial mode
structure of the vacuum. If themirror’s velocity, v, is slow compared to
the speed of light, c, the electromagnetic field can adiabatically adapt to
the changes and no excitation occurs. If instead v/c is not negligible,
then the field cannot adjust smoothly and can be non-adiabatically
excited out of the vacuum.
The static Casimir effect can also be calculated in terms of the

electrical response of the mirrors to the electromagnetic field7. A
similar complementary explanation exists for the dynamical Casimir
effect3. An ideal mirror represents a boundary condition for the elec-
tromagnetic field—in particular, that the electric field is zero at the
surface. This boundary condition is enforced by the flow of screening
currents in themetal. Amirrormoving in a finite electromagnetic field
then loses energy, because the screening currents will emit electromag-
netic radiation, as in an antenna. Classically, we expect this radiation
damping to be zero in a region where the electric field strength is zero.
In quantum theory, however, vacuum fluctuationswill always generate

screening currents. Therefore, evenmoving in the vacuum can cause a
mirror to emit real photons in response to vacuum fluctuations.
If we consider the real experiment of moving a physical mirror near

the speed of light, we quickly see that it is not feasible. This fact has led
to a number of alternative proposals8–20, for instance using surface
acoustic waves, nanomechanical resonators, ormodulation of the elec-
trical properties of a cavity.
Here we investigate one such proposal using a superconducting

circuit16,17: an open transmission line terminated by a SQUID (super-
conducting quantum interference device). A SQUID is composed of
two Josephson junctions connected in parallel to form a loop. At the
frequencies studied here, the SQUID acts as a parametric inductor
whose value, LJ, can be tuned by applying a magnetic flux, Wext,
through the SQUID loop. When placed at the end of a transmission
line, this SQUID can then be used to change the line’s boundary
condition. In previous work18,21, we showed that this tuning can be
done on very short timescales. The changing inductance can be
described as a change in the electrical length of the transmission line
and, in fact, provides the same time-dependent boundary condition as
the idealized moving mirror22,23. In the same way as for the mirror, the
boundary condition is enforced by screening currents that flow
through the SQUID. Unlike the mirror, the maximum effective velo-
city of the boundary, ve, defined as the rate of change of the electrical
length, can be very large compared to the speed of light in the trans-
mission line, c0< 0.4c, approaching ve/c0< 0.25 for large modulations
of LJ. The photon production rate is therefore predicted to be several
orders of magnitude larger than in other systems17.
Quantum theory allows us to make more detailed predictions than

just that photons will be produced. If the boundary is driven sinusoid-
ally at an angular frequency vd5 2pfd, then it is predicted17,24 that
photons will be produced in pairs such that their frequencies,v1 and
v2, sum to the drive frequency, that is, we expectvd5v11v2. This
pairwise production implies that the electromagnetic field at these
sideband frequencies, symmetric around vd/2, should be correlated.
In detail, we can predict that the field should exhibit what is known as
two-mode squeezing (TMS)25.
Theoretically, we treat the problem as a scattering problem in the

context of quantum network theory26 (see Supplementary
Information). If the boundary is driven with a small amplitude d,e,
we find that the output photon flux density at frequencyv for an input
thermal state is

nout v! "~nin v! "z S v! "j j2nin vd{v! "z S v! "j j2 !1"

where S v! "~{i d‘e=c0! "
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
v vd{v! "

p
A v! "A* vd{v! ", A(v) is the

spectral amplitude of the transmission line and A*(v) is its complex
conjugate. The first two terms on the right-hand side of equation (1),
proportional to the thermal occupation number nin(v), represent the
purely classical effects of reflection and upconversion of the input field
to the drive frequency. They are zero at zero temperature. The last term
on the right-hand side is due to vacuum fluctuations and is, in fact, the
DCE radiation.
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Vacuum	  Energy	  vs	  Dark	  Energy
●  Cosmological	  constant	  	  (w=-‐1)

●  Cosmological	  constant	  is	  much	  smaller	  than	  any	  
QFT	  vacuum	  energy
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! Popularity of QED fluctuations (both experiment and theory) 
 

! Connect Casimir effect with world (Nanotechnology & fundamental physics) 
 

! Casimir-Polder effect 
 

! Drude – Plasma model discrepancy in relation to existing/new force data  
 

! Casimir repulsive forces 
 

! Biology and dispersion forces (biomolecule recognition by selective van der 
Waals/Casimir dispersion forces) 
 

! Calculations and applications of Casimir dispersive forces 
 

! Electrostatics – patch effects on contact potentials  
 

! Nanoparticles & size effects on dispersion forces  
 

! van der Waals/Gecko superadhesion for various types of rough surfaces 
and applications to robots, superadhesive tapes etc! 
 

! Investigation of vacuum energy in quantum field theory with applications to 
QCD and cosmology 
 

! Relation of Casimir effect to industry (develop further present industrial 
contacts) and impact on economy 
 

More workshops/schools & focus on 2-3 topical meetings /year 

The	  Future	  of	  	  Casimir	  effect
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